Why My Teacher Miss K. should be teacher of the year!

YOU YES YOU, I think my teacher should be teacher of the year because she is the nicest, prettiest, funniest, smartest and coolest teacher ever. That is not all she is great with computers and technical things like Google that is if you know how technical it can be. Guess what she is an official google educator. Here are three different reasons why I think my teacher should be teacher of the year.

Firstly, she gives fun and easy work to us all. One way she does this is she uses the internet instead of us having sheets, sheets, sheets she finds a way to make things fun and interesting. She uses make it fun by using colours and not just plain old boring black and white.

I also believe that my teacher is great at explaining things really quickly so we can get more working time and with our work because we do it well, she puts it up around the classroom. But that is not all she make it quick but she says it clearly so it is not mumblgumbl. One way we get more time is when we are on our Chromebooks and she is on her laptop, if she wants to show us a website she tells us that she is sending us a the link and we look for ourselves.

I highly believe that my teacher is awesome because when we have a problem she always find time to solve it. When you have a problem she will listen to you in private, not in front of the whole class when they are waiting. It is also great when she thinks of all these web sites that serve us and then it sends to her and she sees that there is a problem.

To conclude my argument I think my teacher should be teacher of the year because she doesn't do boring work she explains things to us she helps with problems and many more reasons. I could go on for years and years but that is all so now do you think my teacher should get teacher of the years, don't you?
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